Introduction
The notion of congruence is intrinsic in number theory. Modular arithmetic has clutched a vital contrivance for most of the number theoretic mathematics. In recent years, studying graphs through congruences is of charismatic and an independent interest of number theorists. It has cemented a novel approach to introduce a premium connection between Number Theory and Graph Theory. On behalf of modular arithmetic, we can manipulate many fascinating features of graphs. We first encounter the ideas used in 1-5 , where digraphs from congruences were discussed. The conditions for regularity and semiregularity of such digraphs are presented in 1, 2 . The necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of isolated fixed points have been established in 3 . The structures of symmetric digraphs have been studied in 4, 5 . In this paper we discuss the graph G n arriving from exponential congruences. We assign to each pair of positive integers a and b an edge a, b of the graph G n if the congruence a x ≡ b mod n is solvable, where V {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} is the set of vertices of G n and E ⊆ V × V is the set of edges of G n . Then the graph G n 2 Journal of Applied Mathematics has a loop at a vertex a if and only if a x ≡ a mod n admits a solution. Since the congruence relation is an equivalence relation, so a x ≡ a mod n , a ∈ {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} always admits a solution x 1. Thus we call x 1 a trivial solution and, so far, the loops due to trivial solution are called trivial loops. Thus it becomes interesting to find the number of vertices in {0, 1, . . . , n − 1} such that the congruence a x ≡ a mod n admits a nontrivial solution. The loops at vertices corresponding to nontrivial solutions are called nontrivial loops. Since for each α ≥ 2, the congruence a α ≡ a mod n , for a 0, 1, so the loops at vertices 0 and 1 will be considered as nontrivial loops. We denote the number L n for nontrivial loops of the graph G n . Let n p
r be the prime power factorization of an integer n, where p 1 < p 2 < · · · < p r are distinct primes. The number L n of the graph G n has been determined and shown to be equal to
1 , where φ is the Euler's phi function. It has been shown that the graph G n has 2 r components. We label these components as Γ d , where d | n or d φ n . The order of each component of the graph G n has been determined. Further, it is proved that the component Γ p of the simple graph G p 2 is always a tree with root at zero. Also if n is a Fermat's prime, then the component Γ φ n of the simple graph G n is a complete graph.
Preliminaries
A graph G is simple if it is free from loops and multiedges. The vertices a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a k−1 , a k will constitute a cycle of length k if each of the following congruences is solvable:
2.1
A graph G is said to be connected if there is a path from x to y, for each pair of vertices x and y. A maximal connected subgraph is called a component 6 . In Figure 1 , the simple graph G 30 has eight components. A graph G is complete if every two distinct vertices of G are adjacent. Thus G n is complete if a x ≡ b mod n is solvable for each distinct pair of vertices in V . The degree of a vertex v in G is the number of edges incident with v. It is denoted by deg v . If deg v r for each vertex v of G n , then G n is called r-regular or regular graph of degree r. The simple graph G 30 has two 3-regular and two 1-regular components.
We recall the definition of Euler's phi function 7 , and some of its properties.
Definition 2.1. For n ≥ 1, let φ n denote the number of positive integers not exceeding n which are relatively prime to n. Note that φ 1 1, because gcd 1, 1 1. Thus we can write φ n 1, if n 1, Number of integers less than n and co-prime to n, if n / 1. 
2.3
Let f be an arithmetic function. One recalls that f is said to be multiplicative if f mn f m f n , gcd m, n 1.
The following theorem is the generalization of the well-known Fermat's Little theorem which states that if a, p 1, then a p ≡ 1 mod p .
Theorem 2.3
Euler . If n ≥ 1 and a, n 1, then a φ n ≡ 1 mod n .
Definition 2.4 see 7 .
A set of k integers is a complete residue system CRS modulo k if every integer is congruent to exactly one of the modulo k. If we delete integers from CRS, which are not prime to k, then the remaining integers will constitute the reduced residue system RRS modulo k. 
Applications of Euler's Phi Function
In Graph Theory, a loop or a self-loop is an edge that connects a vertex to itself. A vertex of an undirected graph is called an isolated vertex if it is not the endpoint of any edge. This means that it is not connected with any other vertex of the graph. Thus in our case, the vertex v is an isolated vertex if and only if v x ≡ u mod n , v / u is not solvable. Now if we omit the condition of simplicity in our graph, then this isolated vertex will contribute twice in the degree as there will be a self-loop at v as the congruence v x ≡ v mod n is solvable. This leads to the following results. 
Then there exists some integer t such that The following results give a formula for finding the number of nontrivial self-loops of the graph G n . 1 self-loops. This through our result. In Figure 2 , we depict Theorem 3.5 for n 24. Corollary 3.6. Let n p 1 p 2 · · · p r be the prime factorization of a square-free integer n, where
Lemma 3.4. Let p be a prime number. Let n p k , k ≥ 2 and let φ be the Euler's phi function. Then
L n φ p k 1. Proof. Let n p k , k ≥ 2
. A vertex v of the graph G n has a self-loop if and only if v x ≡ v mod n is solvable. Thus to find the number of self-loops in G n , we need to count the number of vertices v in CRS mod
Proof. It is easy to see that φ p 1 p, for any prime p. Thus by Theorem 3.5, corollary follows. That is,
Corollary 3.7. Let m and n be two non-square-free integers such that gcd m, n
Components and Their Characteristics
Recall that a maximal connected subgraph of a graph G is called a component. 
4.4
Hence by 4.4 , the components Γ 3 and Γ 5 are not isomorphic in G 30 . However, |V Γ 3 | |V Γ 6 | 4. Thus the isomorphism can be established between the components Γ 3 and Γ 6 in G 30 if they possess the same structure as well. This leads to the following corollary. 
